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Team 19 in Vietnam 2013-11-05

historical accounts and memoirs of the vietnam war often ignore
the participation of nations other than vietnam and the united
states as a result few americans realize that several members of
the southeast asian treaty organization seato including
australia allied with south vietnam during the conflict by the
late 1960s more than eight thousand australians were deployed in
the region or providing support to the forces there in team 19 in
vietnam david millie offers an insightful account of his twelve
month tour with the renowned australian army training team
vietnam in quang tri province a crucial tactical site along the
demilitarized zone that was north vietnam s gateway to the south
drawing from published and unpublished military documents his
personal diary and the letters he wrote while deployed millie
introduces readers to the daily routines actions and
disappointments of a field staff officer he discusses his
interactions with province senior advisor colonel harley f mooney
and major john shalikashvili who would later become chairman of
the u s joint chiefs of staff this firsthand narrative vividly
demonstrates the importance of the region and the substantial
number of forces engaged there few australian accounts of the
vietnam war exist and millie offers a rare glimpse into the year
after the tet offensive when presidents johnson and nixon both made
it clear that the u s would withdraw its troops this important
memoir reveals that responsibility for the catastrophe inflicted on
vietnamese civilians is shared by an international community that
failed to act effectively in the face of a crisis reviewing a previous
edition or volume

The Team in Pictures 1992

a small team from the us navy arrives in vietnam in the spring of
1962 at first its members only hear whispers about what they are
supposed to accomplish the unit goes by the name mtt 10 62



because its mission is so secret this is the first sea air and land
team later known as the seals and it s gearing up to train a group
of volunteers from the vietnamese junk force in counterinsurgency
and maritime warfare told mostly through the perspective of chris
doc david a first class hospital corpsman first class diver and
diving medical technician and lt bill evans seal doc shows how the
first seals work in conjunction with army special forces and
others to stop the spread of communism while the seals are
outstanding fighters and tacticians they get little material
support to accomplish their mission the team arrives in da nang
with nothing but stateside uniforms and their vehicles and gasoline
must be liberated from vietnamese motor pools meanwhile the daily
challenges the seals face are preparing them for a final explosive
mission and setting the stage for the future development of navy
seals in seal doc a historical novel based on the true story of the
seals

Seal Doc 2010-11-16

collection of anecdotes from former members of the australian
army training team vietnam aattv unit which served in vietnam from
1962 to 1972 the tales capture the lighter moments of a war
which however grim could not stifle the australian larrickinism

The Team in Vietnam 1992-01-01

in 1964 military assistance command vietnam activated a joint
unconventional task force known as the studies and observation
group macv sog as a cover its mission was to conduct analysis
of lessons learned in combat by all branches of service sog s real
mission was to conduct covert strategic reconnaissance missions
into laos cambodia and south vietnam as well as sabotage and
black psychological operations ground air and naval assets were
employed to insert collect extract and otherwise support these
operations this book tells the complete story of these covert



agents from their recruitment and training through to their deadly
black ops in the jungles of vietnam

US MACV-SOG Reconnaissance Team in
Vietnam 2011-09-20

this is the story of the u s navy seal team one in vietnam as told
by twenty of the elite navy commandos who fought there from
1962 to 1972 here for the first time these unorthodox and
sometimes iconoclastic special warriors talk about the missions
that are left out of the official histories and existing accounts
extraordinarily gripping and personal these narratives reveal
what really happened on those covert forays dennis cummings has
succeeded in coaxing the seals to reveal what made them tick why
they volunteered for such dangerous work and returned for
multiple tours in the unpopular war how they pooled their special
talents and motivations and finally how they overcame fear
frustration and personal losses a counter to the uncorroborated
barroom braggadocio common to other accounts cummings s
achievement gives the best picture available of what it really
meant to wear the distinctive seal trident insignia

The Men Behind the Trident 1998-05

the leader of one of the most successful u s marine long range
reconnaissance teams during the vietnam war andrew finlayson
recounts his team s experiences in the year leading up to the tet
offensive of 1968 using primary sources such as marine corps unit
histories and his own weekly letters home he presents a highly
personal account of the dangerous missions conducted by this
team of young marines as they searched for north vietnamese army
and viet cong units in such dangerous locales as elephant valley
the enchanted forest charlie ridge happy valley and the que son
mountains in numerous close contacts with the enemy the team
code name killer kane fights for its survival against desperate



odds narrowly escaping death time and again the book gives vivid
descriptions of the life of recon marines when they are not on
patrol the beauty of the landscape they traverse and several of
the author s vietnamese friends it also explains in detail the
preparations for and the conduct of a successful long range
reconnaissance patrol

Killer Kane 2013-10-03

these memoirs will give insight into the joys and sorrows the
feeling of isolation and the camaraderie of the october 1967 to
october 1968 australian civilian medical team in long xuyen an
giang province south vietnam

An Australian Surgical Team in Vietnam
2010-01-01

american baby boomers of the 1960 s are often portrayed in the
media as either in the mud of woodstock or in the mud of vietnam
the truth is just a small percentage 3 total were in either place
most baby boomers were living normal lives doing normal things
but for those who took an active part in the cold war which we
won and which included vietnam this book is dedicated to you book
includes the records of the 13 man stat teams later known as
seabee teams that served in vietnam the navy seabees were some of
the first to show up for vietnam s struggle against communism in
1954 president ngo dinh diem wrote a letter to president
eisenhower asking for military and economic aid in 1954 and 1955
an estimated one million refugees mostly persecuted catholics
moved from the communist state of north vietnam to the south 8
of the north s population the seabees assisted them during their
passage to freedom in 1956 seabees were assigned to survey
vietnam s roads there weren t many the seabees travelled by jeep
and on foot with pack mules the surveyors found that the bombers
of world war ii the guerrillas of viet minh and the newly emerging



guerrilla groups of the viet cong had destroyed most of the
bridges and sabotaged what few roads were left beginning in 1963
seabee teams with secret clearances arrived in vietnam to assist
the u s army s special forces in the cia funded civilian irregular
defense group cidg program and to help the vietnamese help
themselves the seabees constructed special forces camps and
outposts airfields for the sf stol class caribou aircraft and
built connecting roads these seabee teams also helped the
vietnamese to better their living conditions through thousands of
projects in rural areas the seabee teams in vietnam also earned
purple hearts silver stars bronze stars and many other medals one
seabee team member marvin sheilds earned the congressional medal of
honor while fighting alongside with the special forces at dong xoi
in 1963 only approximately 10 000 americans were in vietnam and
very little infrastructure existed this was before the eventual
arrival of 2 1 million over time americans given the limited
infrastructure with hardly any ports roads and airstrips it
would have been near impossible to get the 2 1 million eventual
americans along with their equipment beans bullets and black oil
delivered to south vietnam and support them many vietnam vets
including this writer showed up after 1965 most of us took it for
granted that the air bases we landed in roads we drove on helo
pads we mounted out from and the camps we lived in or passed
through and the water and food and fuel storage were somehow
always there or most likely didn t give it a thought but long
before we arrived military and civilian engineers were busy preparing
the ground to make it possible to fight a war and begin attempts
to win the hearts and minds of the south vietnamese a recent
travel guide to vietnam mentioned the superior roads and
infrastructure in the southern portion of vietnam as opposed to
north vietnam due to the american presence there during the vietnam
war kenneth e bingham seabee volunteer feb 2013



Seabee Teams in Vietnam, 1963-1968
2012-12-24

on 1 july 1965 the 1st cavalry division airmobile was officially
activated and was ordered to vietnam beginning 28 july 1965 in a
matter of three and half weeks the newly formed division with 16
000 men and 434 helicopters chinooks ch 47s flying cranes ch 54s
mohawks ov 1s uh 1s and oh 13s was prepared to enter combat
within 90 days of becoming the army s first airmobile division the
first team was in combat as the first fully committed division of
the vietnam war on 10 october 1965 in operation shiny bayonet
the first team initiated its first brigade size airmobile action
against the enemy the division would go on to take part in many
more air assaults and play a leading role in defence against the tet
offensive driving out the nva and viet cong invaders from hue and in
operation pegasus relieving the 3 500 u s marines and 2 100 arvn
soldiers besieged by nearly 20 000 enemy at khe sanh on 1 may
1970 the first team was first into cambodia hitting what was
previously a communist sanctuary but the campaign had severe
political repercussions for the nixon administration pressure was
mounting to withdraw us forces from the war although there
would be further assault operations the war was beginning to
wind down and 26 march 1971 officially marked the end of duties
in vietnam for the 1st cavalry division although it was only on 5
may 1971 that the colours moved from vietnam to fort hood
texas

1st Air Cavalry in Vietnam 2004

in writing this memoir i sought to showcase a unique and unusual
army combat engineer unit whose dedication and resolve helped to
save many lives during the vietnam war



Clearing Vietnam 2007-08

early in the vietnam war the south vietnamese government appealed
to the united states and its allies including australia for
desperately needed medical help most of the country s doctors had
been conscripted into the army and the civilian population was
facing a medical crisis from october 1964 until the end of 1972
over 450 surgeons nurses and other medical specialists from
australian hospitals volunteered to work in south vietnam in the
towns of long xuyen bien hoa vung tau and ba ria they brought
expert medical care comfort and support to a war weary and
traumatized civilia

1st Air Cavalry Division 1995

james c downing jr tells of his dramatic missions as a young
emergency combat pilot in the vietnam war 1966 1967 he was
among the the second team pilots that arrived as replacement
pilots who pioneered the art of helicopter warfare in the us army
the stories he shares feature tragic loss mishaps humor heroic
acts of valor and the providence he personally experienced as a
man of great faith more than 53 years later downing shares his
inner thoughts rich descriptions and a wide range of emotions while
he wrestled with his greatest fears and regrets this detailed
historical never seen before account is based on downing s daily
personal journal entries artifacts and photographs that he
recorded while serving as a warrant officer in the us army in viet
nam in the 1st cavalry division from 16 june 1964 to 14 june
1967 this coming of age story of faith freedom and flying is sure
to evoke reflection of the past purpose in the present and hope for
the future



With Healing Hands 2009-08-01

the first graphic account of the major and very bloody battle at
an outpost called duc lap involving members of the australian
training team in vietnam and their american equivalents

The Second Team 2021-07-04

offers a firsthand account of the exploits and accomplishments of
the first african american special operations lrrp team in vietnam
and describes their perilous missions amid the vast viet cong tunnel
complexes of cu chi at the height of the vietnam war original

Through the Wire 1999

new zealand s vietnam war provides a comprehensive and
authoritative account of new zealand s involvement in the vietnam
war one that will remain the standard reference work on the
subject for decades its publication will complete the programme of
official war history production that began in 1945 this work
focuses on what new zealand did in south vietnam as the reasons
for this country s involvement and opposition to it have already
been covered in book form it traces in detail the operations carried
out by new zealand forces in vietnam and seeks to illuminate the
experience of new zealand soldiers fighting in a guerrilla war the
command structure logistic support and operational context of
fighting within a primarily australian framework are all covered
the book addresses controversial aspects such as friendly fire
incidents atrocity allegations and veterans grievances including
over agent orange maori participation in v force was substantial
and its impact is assessed although the book is inevitably weighted
towards the military because the troops were the largest element
of new zealand s effort in vietnam the efforts of civilians in south
vietnam are also covered in depth the surgical team operated from
1963 until their evacuation from qui nhon just days before north



vietnamese columns entered the city the efforts of courageous
civilians like sister mary laurence and of red cross volunteers to
alleviate misery among refugees are described the book also covers
the dramatic end of the new zealand involvement in south vietnam
with the surgical team and the new zealand embassy evacuated by
rnzaf bristol freighters just before the communist victory the war
s troubled aftermath is traversed culminating in the prime minister s
apology to veterans in 2007

The Team 1984

this is the second edition of seek on a non fiction account of a
unique specialty created as a response to the ability of the enemy
in vietnam to disappear into the terrain the combat tracker team 5
men and a labrador retriever were the counter terrorist force of
the late 1960s early 1970s and they were successful in bringing
justice to the elusive enemy surviving their tours of duty with
commendable success according to general william c westmoreland
these highly trained warriors were separated their records sealed
in red tape and inaccessible to them or others unable to
communicate with the rest of their teams with whom they had
bonded closer than brothers this was due to the fact that the
british military had been involved with the creation and initial
training of the young volunteers who were the foundation of the
combat tracker teams of the us army in the world of international
treaties great britain could not be involved in this conflict and so
despite the valor and mission success that they attained their
stories could not be told they could not get proper care in the va
system they could not validate claims of their combat in their
real specialty they were outside of the loop until they started
the clock again in 1998 and this is their story

Soul Patrol 2003

the author is proud of his service with special forces it was a



powerful experience one of exhilaration frustration sorrow self
discovery sagacity survival growth education love and respect
of people thousands of miles from home a war zone is a collage of
planned and unplanned activity that taxes every emotion survival
intellect the sixth sense values and growth

The Armed Forces Report 1968

for the lrrps courage was a way of life vietnam 1968 all of
sergeant john burford s missions with f company 58th infantry
were deep in hostile territory as leader of a six man lrrp team he
found the enemy staged ambushes called in precision strikes and
rescued downed pilots the lives of the entire team depended on his
leadership and their combined skill and guts a single mistake a
moment of panic could mean death for everyone whether describing
ambushes in the dreaded a shau valley or popping smoke to call in
artillery only yards away from his position burford demonstrates
the stuff the lrrps are made of the bravery daring and sheer guts
that make the lrrps true heroes

New Zealand's Vietnam War 2011-04-22

in 1963 28 year old australian captain barry petersen was sent
to vietnam as part of the 30 man australian training team two
years before the first official australian troops arrived seconded
to the cia he was sent to the remote central highlands to build an
anti communist guerrilla force among the indigenous montagnard
people he was sent o

Australian News Summary 1964

we see seals on surveillance missions overwatching the ho chi minh
trail capturing enemy intelligence agents and calling in air and
artillery strikes on their foe we experience insertions into hostile
territory by sea and air we learn the various types of deadly



equipment used by these elite naval commandos in their never ending
pursuit of the enemy

Seek On! 2018-06-13

the congressional record is the official record of the proceedings
and debates of the united states congress it is published daily when
congress is in session the congressional record began publication in
1873 debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in the
debates and proceedings in the congress of the united states 1789
1824 the register of debates in congress 1824 1837 and the
congressional globe 1833 1873

Tan Rai 2015-07-05

this landmark publication provides a comprehensive and
authoritative account of new zealand s involvement in the vietnam
war and will remain the standard reference work on the subject for
decades its publication completes the programme of official war
histories that began in 1945 ian mcgibbon s primary focus is what
new zealand did in south vietnam he traces in detail the operations
carried out by new zealand forces and seeks to illuminate the
experience of new zealand soldiers fighting in a guerrilla war the
command structure logistic support and operational context of
fighting within a primarily australian framework are all covered he
addresses controversial aspects such as friendly fire incidents
atrocity allegations and veterans grievances including over agent
orange maori participation in v force was substantial and its
impact is assessed although the book is inevitably weighted
towards the military the efforts of civilians in south vietnam are
also covered in depth the surgical team operated from 1963 until
their evacuation from qui nhon just days before north vietnamese
columns entered the city not forgotten are the efforts of
courageous civilians like sister mary laurence and of red cross
volunteers to alleviate misery among refugees the book also



describes the dramatic end of new zealand s involvement in south
vietnam with the surgical team and the new zealand embassy
evacuated by rnzaf bristol freighters just before the communist
victory finally mcgibbon surveys the war s troubled aftermath
culminating in the prime minister s apology to veterans in 2008

LRRP Team Leader 2011-01-12

contains entries that provide information about the symbols and
emblems of the world s nations and territories covering the flag
coat of arms or seal motto colors anthem currency and other
aspects of each country covering asia and oceania central and
south america and europe

Tiger Man of Vietnam 2011-05-14

fire team vietnam is a historical interpretation in the form of a
game book that provides the reader with a feel for company level
combat actions as fought in vietnam the book contains valuable
tactical and logistical information about the war in additi

U.S. Army Special Forces A-team Vietnam
Combat Manual 1988-01-01

price of power examines henry kissinger s influence on the
development of the foreign policy of the united states during the
presidency of richard nixon

Off-road Mobility Research 1967

active shooter response training lone wolf to coordinated attack
second edition provides expanded and updated training for police
and security officers who must respond to an active shooter
situation this manual addresses all facets of preparation and



response from complex logistical organization to collective and
individual tactics as well as special units or special skills tasks
based on time tested military training doctrine the program
described here offers a template for agencies of all sizes to offer
training that effectively utilizes officers available time hyderkhan
and his expert contributors cover all aspects of the active
shooter response asr mission from risk analysis to logistical
planning for mass casualty events he also addresses medical care
and evacuation reunification procedures and post incident
investigation active shooter response training second edition
provides the tools needed to prevent or mitigate tragedy in our
religious congregations schools and public places the book
includes a voucher code for a 50 discount off of the companion
online library of training videos this book is directed to law
enforcement agencies private security teams training organizations
police leaders and individual officers and trainers in the us and
globally it also has potential as recommended reading in policing
courses at the community college and university level

Swimmers Among the Trees 1996

publisher description this landmark volume at last gives us a full
picture from both sides of the vietnam conflict from ho chi minh s
first call for revolution to the fall of the u s backed government
in siagon decision makers whose words come to us in over 300
documents spanning almost 35 years many of these documents
come from recently declassified u s archives they combine to show
the step by step process by which franklin roosevelt s early
support for vietnamese independence moved in succeeding
administrations to support for french colonial rule and then to
our own direct armed intervention they form a record too of
changing north vietnamese policy as hope of peaceful triumph faded
and struggle against vast military odds became a necessity
charged with a sense of tragic inevitability as american
misconceptions compounded themselves and north vietnamese
militancy stiffened this revelatory compliation gives eloquent



answers to agonizing questions raised by one of the great turning
points of modern history here is what really happened and here is
why

Weekly Compilation of Presidential
Documents 1966

Congressional Record 1971

New Zealand's Vietnam War 2010

The Team 1992

Army Research and Development 1972

The Complete Guide to National Symbols
and Emblems 2010

Indochina Evacuation and Refugee Problems
1975

Hearings, Reports and Prints of the House



Committee on Armed Services 1969

Daily Report, Foreign Radio Broadcasts
1967

Fire Team Vietnam 2002-03-01

The Price of Power 2013-10-29

Active Shooter Response Training
2020-07-21

Vietnam, a History in Documents 1981
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